Department Chair: Sajal Das

Associate Chair for Graduate Studies & External Relations: Wei Jiang

Associate Chair for Undergraduate Studies & Outreach Activities: Sanjay Madria

Executive Committee:
- Chair: Sajal Das
- Wei Jiang
- Sanjay Madria
- Bruce McMillin
- Rhonda Grayson (committee secretary)

Graduate Committee:
- Chair: Wei Jiang
- Bruce McMillin
- Jennifer Leopold
- Zhaozheng Yin
- Abusayeed Saifullah
- Maggie Cheng
- Dawn Davis (graduate secretary)
- Katrina Ward (graduate student member)

Undergraduate Committee:
- Chair: Sanjay Madria
- Fikret Ercal
- Dan Lin
- Clayton Price
- Ricardo Morales
- Maggie Cheng
- Christina Barton (undergraduate secretary)
- Tim Buesking (undergraduate student member)

Accreditation Committee:
- Chair: Ali Hurson
- Christina Barton (committee secretary)

Curriculum Coordinator: Daniel Tauritz

Awards Coordinators: Chaman Sabharwal & Fikret Ercal

Colloquium Coordinators: Abu Saifullah & Simone Silvestri

Diversity Coordinators: Dan Lin & Jennifer Leopold
Peer Teaching Evaluation:
  Chair: Jennifer Leopold
  Clayton Price
  Ali Hurson
  Simone Silvestri
  Daniel Tauritz
  Sajal Das

Publicity Committee:
  Chair: Associate Chairs
  Dawn Davis (graduate secretary)
  Christina Barton (undergraduate secretary)

CS Academy & Advisory Board Committee:
  Sajal Das
  Rhonda Grayson

Events Committee:
  Chair: Rhonda Grayson
  Christina Barton
  Dawn Davis

Undergraduate Recruitment Coordinator: Clayton Price

Summer Camps & ACM Programming Contest: Ricardo Morales

Library Liaison: Wei Jiang

IT Liaison: Dave Mentis

Sun Open Source Community: Dave Mentis

Campus Emergency Response & Departmental Lab Safety Coordinator: Dave Mentis

Undergraduate Advisors:
  Freshman and Transfer Students: Clayton Price/Ricardo Morales
  Sophomores: Ricardo Morales/Clayton Price
  Juniors: Dave Mentis
  Seniors & Undergraduate Research Students: Tenure-Track/Tenured Faculty

ACM Advisor: Wei Jiang

ACM-W Advisor: Jennifer Leopold

ACM SIG-Security Advisor: Daniel Tauritz

UPE Advisor:

IEEE CS Advisor: Zhaozheng Yin
Department Focus Areas:

Mobile & Pervasive Computing:
  Primary:
    Sanjay Madria – Coordinator
    Sajal Das
    Dan Lin
    Simone Silvestri
  Secondary:
    Maggie Cheng
    Ali Hurson

Security & Privacy:
  Primary:
    Bruce McMillin – Coordinator
    Wei Jiang
  Secondary:
    Sanjay Madria
    Sajal Das
    Daniel Tauritz
    Dan Lin
    Simone Silvestri

Systems & Networking:
  Primary:
    Ali Hurson – Coordinator
    Fikret Ercal
    Jennifer Leopold
    Simone Silvestri
  Secondary:
    Wei Jiang
    Maggie Cheng
    Sanjay Madria
    Sajal Das
    Clayton Price
    Ricardo Morales

Software Engineering:
  Primary:

  Secondary:
    Ricardo Morales

Algorithms & Theory:
  Primary:
    Maggie Cheng – Coordinator
  Secondary:
Sajal Das
Bruce McMillin
Chaman Sabharwal
Jennifer Leopold
Daniel Tauritz
Wei Jiang
Dave Mentis
Ricardo Morales
Simone Silvestri

Computational Intelligence & Vision:
  Primary:
    Daniel Tauritz – Coordinator
    Zhaozheng Yin
    Chaman Sabharwal
  Secondary:
    Jennifer Leopold
    Maggie Cheng